Interpenetrating polymer network (IPN), gradient IPN and BaTiO 3 filled IPN, composed of poly(ethylene glycol urethane) (PEGPU) and unsaturated polyester resin (UP) curing at room temperatures were prepared. Then the effect of soft/hard segment ratio in polyurethane (PU), component ratio of PU to UP in IPN, adding amount of BaTiO 3 in filled IPN, the component sequences and interval times between each IPN for gradient IPN, on morphology and mechanical behavior of IPN and BaTiO 3 /IPN nanocomposites with different molecular weight of PU were studied systematically. Moreover, the investigation on the relationship between the morphologies and the mechanical properties indicated that the IPN with finer morphology exhibited an excellent consistency of the higher strengths and elongations.
Introduction
Owing to the mutual entanglement structural characteristics created by the forced compatibility and the synergism of the two networks of IPN, the mechanical properties of IPN are superior to those of ordinary polymers [1, 2] . In particular, the maximum tensile strength of IPN can be much higher than that of its constituent polymers [3, 4] . Therefore, many valuable systems have been made by taking advantage of the IPN structure [5, 6] . Also, much efforts have been put to investigate that how to improve the mechanical properties of IPN and what is the relationship of its mechanical properties with the structures of IPN [7] [8] [9] . In our previous papers [10] , two series of IPN, BaTiO 3 filled IPN, and the gradient IPN have been prepared, and some properties of such materials have been investigated in details. It is found that the types and its crosslink density of polyurethane influence the morphology of IPN greatly, and consequently influence the other properties of the materials [11] . Generally, the structures and the properties of the polymeric materials are related to the molecular weight of the components [12] . However, little attention has been paid to the relation of molecular weight in IPN to the structure and properties of the materials [13, 14] . So in the present work, a series of BaTiO 3 filled and unfilled interpenetrating polymer networks (IPN), gradient IPN composed of poly(ethylene glycol urethane) (PEGPU) and unsaturated polyester resin (UP) with different molecular weight of PU were prepared. The aim of the work is to investigate the effect of molecular weight of PU with different soft/hard segment ratio in PU, different component ratio of PU to UP in IPN and different adding amount of BaTiO 3 in filled IPN, and the component sequences and interval times of each IPN in the gradient IPN, on the morphology and the mechanical properties, and also to reveal the relationship between the morphologies and their mechanical properties.
Experimental
Raw materials, their pretreatment and the preparation procedures of IPN are all the same with that described previously [10] . Phase morphology of IPN and BaTiO 3 filled IPN was examined on a Nippon Electron 1200-EX transmission electron microscope (TEM). The TEM detection samples were ultramicrotomed into 100 nm thick sections and stained in OsO 4 solution (2% by weight) for 18 -24 hours. Morphology detection of gradient IPN was detected by Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis through the using of the Oxford ISIS-300 spectrometer coupled with a JEOL JXA-scanning electron microscope (SEM) on the cross-section of a sample in advance to determine the transitional ranges in gradient IPN. Then the select gradient IPN was observed by TEM through the fracturing it in liquid nitrogen. The tensile strength, shear strength, elongation at break of IPN, gradient IPN and BaTiO 3 filled IPN in small dumb-bell patterns were measured by the Nippon Shimadzu DSS-10T-S tester at room temperature at a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min according to China Standard (GB4456-84). Data were taken as average of at least five measurements.
Results and Discussion

The Effect of the Soft/Hard Segments Ratios with Different Molecular Weight of PEGPU in IPN
Generally, the chemical dissimilar of the soft and hard segments in polyurethane tends to produce the incompatible structures and thus separate the product into the different phases during its formation. Varying the equivalent ratio of the isocyanate (-NCO) group to the hydroxyl (-OH) group in polyurethane is one of the effect modifying methods to improve the compatibility [15] . Since the strength of the elastomer of PU is related to the relaxation time of the mobile chain and the hard segment in PU are the main donor to the strength, so the strengths increased with the increase of the R at first and then decreased slowly.
The PU with lower MW can penetrate into the UP networks more easily and thus exhibit the higher compatibility. So the approximate crosslink density of PU contributes the approximate penetrating structures, further contributes the approximate compatibility. That is why the tensile strengths, the elongation and the shear strengths can all reach the relative higher values for the PEGPU1000/UP IPN.
The UP in IPN can be stained selectively by RuO 4 solution and appears as the dark phase in the TEM photographs (as seen in and PEGPU2000/UP IPN. The better miscibility between the two phases of PEGPU1000 and UP in IPN might due to the higher hydroxyl value of PEGPU1000 and thus lead to the quicker react rate with the isocyanate group to form the PU network, and further lead to a little phase separation with UP phase. After the formation of the first component, the entropy in the system decreases, and the Gibbs free energy increases. Thus the network formed later becomes the filler of the first one. By adjusting the soft/hard segments ratios of different types of PEGPU in IPN, the phase separation could be controlled in some extent. The TEM results are thorough consistency of the mechanical detection results.
The Effect of the PU/UP Component Ratios in IPN
The component ratio of PU to UP is also the main factor that affects the compatibility of IPN. Figure 3 shows the tensile strengths, the elongation at break and the shear strengths of IPN with different PU to UP ratios. All the detection values increased at first and then decreased. The results indicated that the appropriate crosslink density of PU and the appropriate penetrating degree of PU to UP for 60/40 IPN by using PEGPU1000 gave relative higher mechanical properties. And both the higher values of the strengths and the elongations of 60/40 PEGPU1000/ UP IPN, compared with the ordinary polymers and the each component network (PU and UP), also indicated the existence of such effects as mutual entanglement, forced compatibility, synergism of the networks during IPN's formation. The existence of the interpenetration and the entanglement molecular structures in IPN contributes the reinforced effect when the materials are elongated and thus improves the mechanical properties greatly than that of the ordinary materials. These effects provide a valid way to improve the materials' properties from the viewpoint of the selection of the components in IPN and the adjustment of the blending techniques. Further, these effects have great significance in obtaining the functional materials with outstanding properties. Figure 4 shows the TEM photographs of IPN with different PU/UP component ratios. The higher PU content in IPN forms the first network and then becomes the continuous phase with UP appears as the dispersed phase. Seen from this figure, both 70/30 and 60/40 PEGPU1000/UP IPN show homogeneous microstructures with small domain sizes within nanometer scales. The higher UP amount in IPN leads to the more continuous degree of the dispersed phase with much finer microstructures.
The Effect of the Amounts of BaTiO 3 Nanopowders Added in IPN
The previous studies [10, 11] have indicated that, the introduction of the inorganic filler into IPN can add the functional properties by the inorganic component, but meanwhile increase the phase separation to the system obtained. And the lower degree of the phase miscibility might further decrease the materials' mechanical properties. 
The Effect of the Component Sequences and time Intervals for Gradient IPN
Previous studies also have shown that [11] the large amount of the dual-entanglement structures formed during the individual IPN's formation by gradient techniques can improve the compatibility between the two obvious thermodynamic immiscibility networks. So the gradient technique can thus contribute the improved properties to IPN. Figure  9 . Seen from this figure, compared with the individual IPN, the gradient IPN show the much finer and the homogeneous structures between the two phases with improved dual-continuity degree owing to the large amount of interpenetrating structures between two networks and transitional regions among phases.
Conclusion
The soft to hard segment ratio in PU, the component ratio of PU to UP in IPN, the BaTiO 3 adding amount and the gradient technique all have effects to the compatibility and the mechanical properties of the IPN composed of the poly(ethylene glycol urethane) (PEGPU, with different molecular weight) and the unsaturated polyester resin (UP). The higher hydroxyl value of PEGPU in PU network can react faster than that of the other PEGPU. The appropriate crosslink density in IPN and the gradient structure can generate relative smaller domain sizes (within nanometer ranges). The relationship study of the compatibility and the mechanical properties shows that the better compatibility between the two networks in IPN and in filled IPN contributes both the improved strength and the elongation values. Moreover, the gradient structures can also increase the tensile strength and the elongation at break of IPN greatly compared with the each individual IPN, owing to the larger transitional ranges created by the gradient technique.
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